
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

DISTRICT OF SOUTH DAKOTA

SOUTHERN DIVISION

________________________________________________________________________

YANKTON SIOUX TRIBE, ET. AL.                      

CIV 98-4042

PLAINTIFFS,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ON ITS OWN 
BEHALF AND ON BEHALF OF THE YANKTON 
SIOUX TRIBE

PLAINTIFF/INTERVENOR,

    v.

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSE

BRIEF TO STATE AND 

COUNTY BRIEF ON STATUS

OF RESERVATION LANDS
SCOTT PODHRADSKY, STATE’S ATTORNEY AND EXISTENCE OF 
CHARLES MIX CO., ET. AL.,  BOUNDARIES
 

DEFENDANTS .

________________________________________________________________________

Plaintiff Yankton Sioux Tribe respectfully submits this brief in response to the

Brief by Charles Mix County and State of South Dakota previously submitted.  The State

of South Dakota and Charles Mix County will be referred to collectively as “State.”

ARGUMENT

A.  State Maintains Position on Disestablishment That Has Been Consistently

Rejected by The United States Supreme Court, the 8  Circuit Court of Appeals, andth

by this Court.
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State continues to insist that the Yankton Sioux Reservation is disestablished,

despite the repeated rejection of such a position by all three Courts that have dealt with

this issue.  In Yankton Sioux Tribe v. Gaffey, 188 F.3d 1010 (8  Cir. 1999), the Courtth

there held as follows:

We affirm the conclusion that the reservation was never clearly

disestablished, but we reverse the conclusion that the original exterior boundaries

of the reservation continue to have effect and that all nonceded lands remain part

of the reservation.  We also vacate the injunctions issued in the district court and

remand the cases for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

Gaffey, at 1013.

It is difficult to understand why, as clearly as these three courts have set out their

position, the State continues to insist that the reservation was disestablished.  Other than

continuing with its “all or nothing at all” approach, the State’s position makes no sense at

all.

What this Court is mandated to do is to determine where the boundaries of the

Yankton Sioux Reservation should be drawn.  This brief is respectfully submitted to assist

the Court in making that determination.

B. What the 8  Circuit Has Asked This Court To Do.  The 8  Circuit has laidth th

down the rules which apply in this case, as follows:

When viewed in its full historical context, however, it is clear that the

parties did not intend for the Tribe to retain control over allotted lands which

passed out of trust status and into non Indian hands.

For these reasons, we hold that the Yankton Sioux Reservation has not been

disestablished, but that it has been further diminished by the loss of those lands
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originally allotted to tribal members which have passed out of Indian hands.  These

lands are not part of the Yankton Sioux Reservation and are no longer in Indian

Country within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. 1151.  

. . . We also assume that land now owned in fee by individual Indians is not

under Tribal jurisdiction unless it is found to be “within the limits of [the] Indian

reservation.  18 U.S.C. §1151(a).  On the record before the court, however, we

cannot define the precise limits of the reservation which remains.

. . .  At this time we hold only that the land reserved to the federal

government in the 1894 Act and then returned to the Tribe continues to be a

reservation under §1151(a), and we leave it to the District Court on remand to

make any necessary findings relative to the status of the Indian lands which are

held in trust.  (Emphasis added).

Gaffey, at 1030.

When the 8  Circuit used the term, “At this time,” when laying out its holding inth

Gaffey, it has left the door open for the District Court’s interpretation of where the

boundaries are to be drawn.

C.  Checkerboard To Be Avoided.  In drawing the boundaries, this Court must

balance previous U.S. Supreme Court cases with the strictures set out by the 8  Circuit. th

In using the term, “At this time,” this Court is bound by previous U.S. Supreme Court

cases which seek to avoid creating a checkerboard reservation while drawing the

boundary lines.  Of course, drawing a boundary around each parcel of trust land, or each

Indian owned parcel would result in an absurdity, and realistically cannot be done.

What remains for this Court is to determine a boundary line that takes in Indian

lands held in trust by the United States, in addition to Indian owned fee lands.  To follow

what the rigid-sounding language of the 8  Circuit at first seems would create what bothth
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the Congress and the U.S. Supreme Court have consistently eschewed–a checkerboard

reservation:

Congress by its more modern legislation has evinced a clear intent to

eschew any such “checkerboard” approach within an existing Indian reservation,

and our cases have in turn followed Congress' lead in this area.

Moe v. Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of Flathead Reservation, 425

U.S. 463, 96 S.Ct. 1634, (1976).

A common sense approach that would satisfy both the 8  Circuit Court of Appealsth

and the U.S. Supreme Court would be for this Court to take into consideration the Indian

character of lands that are to remain within newly drawn boundaries.  That would mean

that, if one first omits from the reservation boundaries the ceded lands which the U.S.

Supreme Court has flatly held are no longer within the Reservation, then draws a

boundary that includes all the Indian lands held in trust, in addition to Indian owned fee

lands, plus non-Indian owned fee lands that fall within the new boundary, the result

would be a reservation that would deliver a fair result, both to the State and County

officials, as well as to the Tribe.

To draw the lines anywhere else would result in a worse situation than that which

exists today, i.e., lines that are so ambiguous that jurisdictional lines are clear to no one.

The reservation boundaries are not to be diminished, according to every court

decision that has been issued in this case.  Drawing a boundary around each tract of land

held in trust by the Government should not be done, according to the wishes of both
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Congress and the Supreme Court, which is the only solution that makes sense.  While

Tribal members mourn the loss of jurisdiction of the ceded lands, they wish to salvage

what is left of their original reservation of some 400,000 acres.

The 8  Circuit has left open a ruling by this Court that allows for a common senseth

approach to the reservation boundaries.  The Circuit Court surely would not approve of

the other option, i.e., drawing a boundary around each parcel of trust land and reserved

land, resulting in a jurisdictional maze that would satisfy no one.

D.  The U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in South Dakota v. Yankton Sioux Tribe,

522 U.S. 329 (1998), touched only the ceded lands, which lie in the northern part of

Charles Mix County.   Any new boundary minus the ceded lands should be drawn in the

northern part of the County, which would, under the arguments advanced here, leave

untouched the east, west and south boundaries.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, this Court should reject the State’s position that the

Yankton Sioux Reservation has been disestablished, and that the only remaining common

sense resolution is to draw a boundary that excludes the ceded lands referred to by the

U.S. Supreme Court, and provides the Yankton Sioux Tribe with a reservation that

permits the Tribe to govern its members.

Respectfully submitted.

October 24, 2007.
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/s/ James G. Abourezk

_____________________________________________

James G. Abourezk

Abourezk Law Offices, P.C.

401 E. 8  Street, #321th

Sioux Falls, SD 57103

Tel: 605-334-8402

Fax: 605-334-9404

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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